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CURRENT AVG
NYMEX $$ CONTRACT NYMEX
STRIPS (Dth) MONTH (Dth)

May-22 $6.669
Jun-22 $6.805
Jul-22 $6.891

Aug-22 $6.892
Sep-22 $6.845
Oct-22 $6.852

Apr '22 $5.336 Nov-22 $6.924
Dec-22 $7.070
Jan-23 $7.169
Feb-23 $6.907
Mar-23 $5.827
Apr-23 $4.213

 

Week Ending This Year  Net Change Last Year 5-yr. Average
15-Apr-22 1,450 53 1,878 1,742
8-Apr-22 1,397 15 1,836 1,700
1-Apr-22 1,382 (33) 1,781 1,667

May-2022 $102.75
Jun-2022 $99.20
Jul-2022 $98.35

Aug-2022 $97.19

The Natural Gas Grapevine is a complimentary publication of the Vineyard Gas Marketing Division of Vineyard Oil & Gas.  This data is for informational purposes only.  
Vineyard is not responsible for the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of this data.  All data included in this publication is publicly accessible. 
Sources include the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX), The DOE Energy Information Administration, Platts Gas Daily and Accuweather.com.  All data was obtained from the source websites.
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        US NATIONAL TEMPERATURE TRENDS

12 Months $6.589

Summer -'22           
(6 months)

Winter - '22-'23         
(5 months)

$6.826

$6.779

As of: Settlement 04/25/2022
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CURRENT WORKING STORAGE BALANCE

Week Ending 4/15/2022

Scan code to visit our website Coming off heavy selling last week, natural gas futures probed both 
sides of even in after-hours trading ahead of Monday’s session, displaying 
continued volatility as the market closely monitored fluctuations in supply 
estimates. After going as high as $6.716/MMBtu and as low as $6.345, the 
May Nymex contract was up 4.6 cents to $6.580 at around 8:50 a.m. ET.

June was trading 4.3 cents higher at $6.706. Fluctuations in supply 
indicators appeared to drive the price swings, Bespoke Weather Services 
told clients early Monday. “We are still in the early hours of trading on this 
Monday morning but have already seen natural gas prices trade in a nearly 
40-cent range,” Bespoke said. “…Data has been mixed, with yesterday 
showing that we hit the year-to-date high in production over the 
weekend, but this morning there is another sizable drop back down to 93.3 
Bcf/d, as there are some freeze-offs up in the Dakotas.”

“Daily demand is set to rise mid-week, adding as much as 5.5 Bcf/d by 
Wednesday and coinciding with the May contract rollover,” Rubin said. 
“Trader positioning after the April rally and ahead of options expiration 
tomorrow is likely to be a primary driver of natural gas prices in the 
immediate term.”

Forecasts trended bearish over the weekend, advertising a pattern 
with weaker late-season heating demand in the Midwest and East into 
early May, according to Bespoke. “We are still a few weeks away from the 
time when the focus really shifts” to cooling degree days, “and searching 
for the first true heat episode in the U.S., though we do still see some 
above normal warmth from the Southwest over to Texas,” Bespoke said.
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